
CLEANMAX PRO STANDARD MACHINE

 - Has a 14" nozzle and height automatically adjusts

 - 120 CFM

 - 10 amp motor thermally protected

 - Built to stand up to the toughest cleaning challenges day after day

 - Metal components used throughout all the high-wear areas of the vacuum

 - Has a Clean Air System to protect the motor

 - Easy to operate

 - Metal handle and metal cord hook to help reduce breakage

 - Metal bottom plate

 - Includes a metal brush roller with ball bearings and four rubber wheels with brass bushings

 - 50' commercial cord

 - Equipped with a Clean - out Port to provide easy access to clear away debris

 - Quick and easy to maintain vacuum with no tools required to change the belt

 - Optional HEPA Filtration

CLEANMAX PRO STANDARD MACHINE WITH TOOL KIT

 - Has a 14" nozzle and height automatically adjusts

 - 120 CFM

 - 10 amp motor thermally protected

 - Built to stand up to the toughest cleaning challenges day after day

 - Metal components used throughout all the high-wear areas of the vacuum

 - Has a Clean Air System to protect the motor

 - Easy to operate

 - Metal handle and metal cord hook to help reduce breakage

 - Metal bottom plate

 - Includes a metal brush roller with ball bearings and four rubber wheels with brass bushings

 - 50' commercial cord

 - Equipped with a Clean - out Port to provide easy access to clear away debris

 - Quick and easy to maintain vacuum with no tools required to change the belt

 - Optional HEPA Filtration

 - Equipped with on-board tools
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CMPS-1T

CMPS-1N

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON PARTS ONLY

TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON THE MOTOR

TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON THE MOTOR

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON PARTS ONLY



 - This HEPA vacuum is built to stand up to the toughest cleaning challenges day after day

 - Has a 14" nozzle and height automatically adjusts

 - 120 CFM performance

 - 10 amp motor thermally protected

 - Metal components used throughout all the high-wear areas of the vacuum

 - Has a Clean Air System to protect the motor

 - Easy to operate

 - Metal handle and metal cord hook to help reduce breakage

 - Metal bottom plate

 - Includes a metal brush roller with ball bearings and four rubber wheels with brass bushings

 - 50' commercial power cord

 - Automatic brush shut off to protect belt and machine
 - Equipped with a Clean - out Port to provide easy access to clear away debris

 - Quick and easy to maintain vacuum with no tools required to change the belt

 - Comes with the QUICK DRAW Tool Kit which is designed for maximum operator comfort

CMPS-QD

CMPS-1N CMPS-1T CMPS-QD

14" 14" 14"

89 89 89

120 120 120

70 70 70

Optional Optional Standard

Metal Metal Metal

Hepa Standard

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

3' 3' 3'

50' 50' 50'

46" 46" 46"

14.5 14.5 14.5

17 17 17

Specifications

Motor

Cleaning System

CLEANMAX PRO - HEPA MACHINE WITH QUICK DRAW TOOL KIT
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17" x 32" x 10"

Noise Level (dB)

Hepa Type Filter

Hose Size (4:1)

Height Adjustment

Cable (SJTW 18/3) Length

Micron Standard, Hepa Optional

2 x 3/4" & 2 x 2 1/2"

Tool-Less Belt Change

Cloth Bag

Brush roller, Bottom Plate, Handle

Vacuum Bag

Caster/Wheels

Clean - Out Port

TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON THE MOTOR

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY ON PARTS ONLY

Automatic

10 amp capped motor with thermal protection

Clean Air Design

Nozzle Width

Water lift

C.F.M.

Shipping Dimensions

Height

Net Weight

Shipping Weight


